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Tianxiao wade scolded angrily: “Grass! Stephen Thompson, what the hell are you pretending
to be? You are the most unscrupulous in it. bruce treated you as kindly as a mountain back
then, but you did well, but now you turn your head. Longdian became a dog, and bruce is
now buried on Yeling Mountain. Are you afraid that he knows?”
Stephen Thompson immediately shouted angrily: “Come here, give me a hand!”
As soon as the words fell, the old members of bruce rushed forward, grabbed Tianxiao
wade, and bowed left and right to his face.
Tianxiao wade was furious and scolded: “You…you minions, dare to hit me?”
Stephen Thompson said coldly: “Three seconds is up, give me his leg scraped!”
When many Wade Family members heard this, their expressions suddenly drenched. No one
thought that Stephen Thompson would have such courage.

At this time, Stephen Thompson’s men had already put Tianxiao wade down on the ground.
One of them took a golf club and swung it suddenly. The metal on the head of the club hit
Tianxiao wade’s right leg directly. On his knees, his knees were smashed to pieces in an
instant!
Tianxiao wade wailed in pain, and rolled on the ground in pain, and gritted his teeth and
cursed: “Stephen Thompson! I… I must kill you!”
Stephen Thompson said coldly: “From now on, if you say one more sentence, I will let
someone smash your other knee!”

As soon as Stephen Thompson said this, Tianxiao wade immediately resisted the intense
pain and anger, and held his mouth shut.
The others were also full of horror at this time, and they were basically sure in their hearts
that Stephen Thompson must have taken refuge in the Wanlong Temple completely,

otherwise, how could he have the courage to directly put Tianxiao wade, a member of the
Wade Family’s side, on the legs? Interrupt!
At this moment, Stephen Thompson looked at everyone and warned in a cold voice: “You all
listen to me! Everyone must kneel down honestly right away! Otherwise, the end will be the
same as Tianxiao wade!”
When the others saw this, they could only kneel to the ground one after another.
And everyone’s heart is even more worried, everyone wants to know what the Wanlong
Palace is going to do to them.
Immediately afterwards, more and more Wade Family collaterals came in. After they came,
they were asked to kneel on the ground just like the other Wade Family collaterals.
By nine o’clock in the morning, more than 700 members of the Wade Family’s collateral
family had all arrived at Yeling Mountain.
At this time, at the foot of Yeling Mountain, the scene of more than 700 people kneeling
together is particularly spectacular.
What they didn’t know was that Yeling Mountain was also knelt down.
Since yesterday, Abbas has been kneeling here sincerely, without any distraction.
Seeing that the time to bow down for 24 hours, he did not get up immediately, but asked
Stephen Thompson’s men next to him: “Mr. , please ask Stephen, Mr. charlie has new
instructions for us.”
Stephen Thompson’s subordinates immediately contacted Stephen Thompson and said to
Abbas: “Master hasn’t arrived in China, so there are currently no new instructions.”
“Okay.” Abbas nodded lightly, stood up slowly, and said: “All the soldiers in the Wanlong
Palace take orders!”
All the subordinates of Wanlong Palace immediately said respectfully: “Subordinates are
here!”

Abbas said firmly with a face: “Everyone, take the list of the ancestor worship ceremony, and
immediately follow me down the mountain! According to Mr. charlie’s instructions, the
group of people who kneel down on the mountain must willingly give half of the property
to the Wanlong Palace! But you have to keep it in mind and don’t disclose any information
about Mr. charlie, do you understand?”
Everyone in the Wanlong Palace shouted: “Understand!”
Abbas nodded in satisfaction, and said sharply: “Okay! Down the mountain!”

